NOVELIST ALEXIS HARRINGTON’S MUCH-ANTICPATED HOME BY NIGHTFALL,
HER FIRST ORIGINAL BOOK FOR MONTLAKE ROMANCE, HAS JUST BEEN
PUBLISHED AS BOTH A PRINT AND E-BOOK
HOME BY NIGHTFALL Returns to the Town and People of Powell Springs where
a Struggle Between Loyalty and Love Threatens to Destroy a Family
“An entertaining read for a lazy summer afternoon.”
–Kat Martin, New York Times bestselling author
Praise for Home by Morning—
“Brave. Heartfelt. Incredible . . . an emotional story filled with honest, raw characters, biting treachery and abiding love. I couldn’t put it down.”
— Lisa Jackson, New York Times bestselling author
“The author creates a rich, complex world for readers.
Meanwhile, Jessica struggles with society's
expectations of gender roles, career choices and personal
needs. As she evolves, backtracks and tries to find her way, the town and its inhabitants react
and change with her. The tale is beautiful in every dark detail and bright moment of hope.”
—RT Book Reviews
“The balance between the romance and history is perfect... Thank you, Ms. Harrington.”
—All About Romance on Home by Morning
“The story has three threads that author Harrington skillfully weaves into a cohesive tapestry...the ending...will surprise
you...I had a lump in my throat and tears in my eyes...a masterful storyteller, using skillful writing, great dialogue and
wonderful imagery. This is a must-read book and an informative look into a period in history that seems glossed over.
Brava Ms. Harrington for sharing your enormous talent in this superb story. A strong five stars.”
—Café Libri
“A well-told romance story but also a historical novel in the sense of the war and the illness, two major events that drive
the plot of this adventurous, action-packed yet endearing story!!! Very nicely done, Ms. Harrington!”
—Crystal Book Reviews
When Alexis Harrington celebrated the publication of her first book in 1994, she wasn’t at all certain she she’d
be able to maintain a career as a full time writer. Now, she’s the author of thirteen novels, is successfully navigating
publishing’s e-revolution, is one of Montlake Romance’s bestselling authors, and is marking the publication of her new
book, HOME BY NIGHTFALL.
HOME BY NIGHTFALL returns readers to the small Oregon town of Powell Springs,
the setting of Harrington’s highly praised Home by Morning, which introduced the Braddock
family and others in the town struggling on the home front at the end of WWI as the flu
pandemic rages around the world. There, Susannah Braddock has made peace with the loss
of her soldier husband, Riley, who died in France. She’s been looking after Riley’s father and
running the family’s horse farm with the help of hired hand Tanner Grenfell. When their
friendship turns to love, they marry, committing their lives to running the farm and raising
Tanner’s two young nephews.

—continued—

Their happiness is short lived. Two years after being reported dead, Riley Braddock returns home, shellshocked and with no knowledge of his life before the war. All he can remember is Veronique, the French woman who
rescued him and nursed him back to health. Plagued by memories and nightmares of the war, he has returned to a life
and a wife he no longer knows. The joy of his family is not enough to heal his wounds. For Susannah, the best
intentions of her brother and sister-in-law and the outright resentment and animosity of the Riley’s irascible father
cause her even more anguish as she is torn between her love for Tanner and her loyalty to Riley.
Once again, Alexis Harrington presents a story of individuals facing extraordinary circumstances, and their
struggle to make way for the healing power of love.
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